Abstract: With the evolution and fusion of wireless sensor network and embedded camera technologies, distributed smart camera networks have emerged as a new class of systems for wide-area surveillance applications. Wireless networks, however, introduce a number of constraints to the system that need to be considered, notably the communication bandwidth constraints. Existing approaches for target tracking using a camera network typically utilize target handover mechanisms between cameras, or combine results from 2D trackers in each camera into 3D target estimation. Such approaches suffer from scale selection, target rotation, and occlusion, drawbacks typically associated with 2D tracking. In this paper, we present an approach for tracking multiple targets directly in 3D space using a network of smart cameras. The approach employs multi-view histograms to characterize targets in 3D space using color and texture as the visual features. The visual features from each camera along with the target models are used in a probabilistic tracker to estimate the target state. We introduce four variations of our base tracker that incur different computational and communication costs on each node and result in different tracking accuracy. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed trackers by comparing their performance to a 3D tracker that fuses the results of independent 2D trackers. We also present performance analysis of the base tracker along Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Quality-of-Information (QoI) metrics, and study QoS vs. QoI trade-offs between the proposed tracker variations. Finally, we demonstrate our tracker in a real-life scenario using a camera network deployed in a building.
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Introduction
Smart cameras are evolving on three different evolutionary paths [1] . First, single smart cameras focus on integrating sensing with embedded on-camera processing power to perform various vision tasks on-board and deliver abstracted data from the observed scene. Second, distributed smart cameras (DSC) introduce distribution and collaboration of smart cameras resulting in a network of cameras with distributed sensing and processing. The main motivations for DSC are to (1) resolve occlusion; (2) mitigate the single camera handicap; and (3) extend sensing coverage. Finally, pervasive smart cameras (PSC) integrate adaptivity and autonomy to DSC.
Single camera tracking algorithms are often applied in the image plane. These image-plane (or 2D) trackers often run into problems such as target scale selection, target rotation, occlusion, view-dependence, and correspondence across views [2] . There are few 3D tracking approaches [2, 3] that fuse results from independent 2D trackers to obtain 3D trajectories. These approaches employ decision-level fusion, where local decisions made by the node (i.e., 2D tracks) are fused to achieve global decision (i.e., 3D tracks), while discarding the local information (i.e., images captured at nodes). Because of the decision-level fusion, these approaches also suffer from all the problems associated with 2D tracking.
Tracking applications based on distributed and embedded sensor networks are emerging today, both in the fields of surveillance and industrial vision. The above-mentioned problems that are inherent in the image-plane based trackers can be circumvented by employing a tracker in 3D space using a network of smart cameras. Such smart camera networks can be employed using wireline or wireless networks. Wireless networks are more suited due to their easy deployment in complex environments. In wireless networks, traditional centralized approaches have several drawbacks, due to limited communication bandwidth and computational requirements, thus limiting the spatial camera resolution and the frame rate. The challenges for wireless smart camera networks include robust target tracking against scale variation, rotation and occlusion, especially in the presence of bandwidth constraints due to the wireless communication medium. This paper presents an approach for collaborative target tracking in 3D space using a wireless network of smart cameras. The contributions of the paper are listed below:
1. We define a target representation suitable for 3D tracking that includes the target state consisting of the position and orientation of the target in 3D space and the reference model consisting of multi-view feature histograms, 2. We develop a probabilistic 3D tracker based on the target representation and implement the tracker based on sequential Monte Carlo methods, 3. We develop and implement several variations of the base tracker that incur different computational and communication costs at each node, and produce different tracking accuracy. The variations include optimizations such as the use of mixture models, in-network aggregation and the use of image-plane based filtering where it is appropriate. We also present a qualitative comparison of the trackers according to their supported Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Quality-of-Information (QoI), and, 4. We present quantitative evaluation of the trackers using synthetic targets in simulated camera networks, as well as using real targets (objects and people) in real-world camera network deployments.
We also compare the proposed trackers with an implementation of a previous approach for 3D tracking, which is based on 3D ray intersection. The simulation results show robustness against target scale variation and rotation, while working within the bandwidth constraints.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some of the related work in the field. In Section 3, we briefly discuss some background for probabilistic target tracking. In Section 4, we detail the target representation and building blocks for the proposed tracking algorithm, which is presented in Section 4.2. In Section 5, we present a number of variations of the probabilistic tracker introduced in Section 4.2. Section 6 shows performance evaluation results, including a comparative evaluation of the proposed trackers in a simulated camera network, as well as real-life evaluation in two real-world camera network deployments tracking people and object moving in a building. We conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
Target tracking using a single or a network of smart cameras, also called visual surveillance, has become a very active research area in the field of computer vision and image processing in recent years. It is the key part of a number of applications such as automated surveillance, traffic monitoring, vehicle navigation, motion-based recognition, and human-computer interaction. In its simplest form, target tracking can be defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory and other desired properties, such as orientation, area, or shape of a target as it moves around in a scene. Most common challenges to target tracking are: (1) loss of information caused by projection of the 3D world on a 2D image; (2) noise in images; (3) complex target motion; (4) nonrigid or articulated nature of targets; (5) partial and full target occlusions; (6) complex target shapes; (7) scene illumination changes; and (8) real-time processing requirements of the tracking applications. In case of wireless and low-power, low-cost video sensors, additional challenges of resource-constrained devices include limited bandwidth, limited processing power, and limited battery-life.
A comprehensive survey on research in visual surveillance is conducted by Hu et al. [4] . The survey concludes with identifying future directions in visual surveillance, including occlusion handling, fusion of 2D and 3D tracking, 3D modeling of targets, and fusion of data from multiple video sensors. Another survey on target tracking using video sensors is presented in [5] . This work identifies three key aspects of any target tracking approach including target representation in terms of features, target detection based on the features, and a tracking algorithm that maintains and updates an estimate of target trajectory and other desired target properties.
Feature Selection for Tracking
The most desirable property of a visual feature, also called visual cue, is its uniqueness and discernibility, so that the objects can be easily distinguished in the feature space. Feature selection is closely related to object representation. For example, color is used as a feature for histogram-based appearance representations, while for contour-based representation, object edges are usually used as features. In general, many tracking algorithms use a combination of these features. The details of common visual features are as follows.
Motion In object tracking, motion feature refers to moving foreground in the video. The motion feature is computed by background subtraction via frame-differencing. Correct extraction of motion feature requires a robust and adaptive background model. There exist a number of challenges for the estimation of a robust background model [6] , including gradual and sudden illumination changes, vacillating backgrounds, shadows, visual clutter, and occlusion. In practice, most of the simple motion detection algorithms have poor performance when faced with these challenges.
Color The apparent color of an object is influenced primarily by two physical factors: (1) the characteristics of the light source and (2) the surface reflectance properties of the object. In image processing, the RGB (red, green, blue) color space is usually used to represent color. However, the RGB space is not a perceptually uniform color space and is highly sensitive to illumination changes. HSV (hue, saturation, value) space, on the other hand, is approximately uniform in perception. The hue parameter in HSV space represents color information, which is illumination invariant as long as the following two conditions hold: (1) the light source color can be expected to be almost white; and (2) the saturation value of object color is sufficiently large [7] .
The color feature is computed using one of two methods. In the simple model, the color of each pixel in the current image is compared with a prototype color [h 0 (t), s 0 (t), v 0 (t)] describing the color of the tracked object, e.g., face color in [8] . The pixels with acceptable deviation from the prototype color constitute the color cue. In a more complex model, the prototype color is modeled with adaptive mixture model. An adaptive Gaussian mixture model in hue-saturation space is used in [9] .
Texture Visual textures are the patterns in the intensity variations of a surface. The patterns can be the result of physical surface properties such as roughness, or they could be the result of reflectance differences such as the color on a surface. Image texture is defined as a function of the spatial variation in pixel intensities. Texture is the most important visual feature in identifying different surface types, which is called texture classification. Image contrast, defined as the standard deviation of the grayscale values within a small image region, is considered a simple texture feature [9] .
A number of other features such as shape-template [8] , edge-maps [10] , interest-points [11, 12] , and optical-flow [13] have been used for target representation.
Target Tracking
The aim of a target tracker is to maintain and update the trajectory of a target and other desired properties over time. The tasks of target detection and target association across time can either be performed separately or jointly. In the first case, possible targets in every frame are obtained using a target detection algorithm, and then the tracker associates the targets across frames. In the latter case, called joint data association and tracking, the targets and associations are jointly estimated by iteratively updating the target state. A tracking algorithm strongly depends on the target representation. Various target tracking approaches are described below.
Point Tracking When targets are represented as points, the association of the points is based on the previous target state that can include target position and motion. For single target tracking, Kalman filter and particle filters have been used extensively [14] . For multiple target tracking and data association, Kalman filter and particle filters are used in conjunction with a data association algorithm that associates the most likely measurement for a target to its state. Two widely used techniques for data association are Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF) [15] and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [16] .
Kernel Tracking Kernel refers to the target shape and appearance. Objects represented using shape and appearance models are tracked by computing the motion of the kernel in consecutive frames. This motion is usually in the form of a parametric transformation of the kernel, such as translation, rotation, and affine. Kernel tracking can also be called model-based tracking, since the kernel is actually target model. Kernel tracking approaches are based on templates and density-based appearance models used for target representation.
Templates and density-based appearance models have been widely used because of their relative simplicity and low computational cost. In kernel tracking, targets can be tracked individually or jointly. For single targets, the most common approach is template matching. Usually image intensity or color features are used to form the templates. Since image intensity is very sensitive to illumination changes, image gradients [17] can also be used as features. A limitation of template matching is its high computation cost due to the brute force search. Another approach called mean-shift tracker maximizes the appearance similarity iteratively by comparing the histograms of the target and the window around the hypothesized target location. Histogram similarity is defined in terms of the Bhattacharya coefficient [18, 19] .
In joint tracking of multiple targets, the interaction between targets is explicitly modeled, allowing the algorithm to handle partial or full occlusion of the targets. A target tracking method based on modeling the whole image as a set of layers is proposed in [20] . This representation includes a single background layer and one layer for each target. Each layer consists of shape priors (ellipse), motion model (translation and rotation), and layer appearance, (intensity modeled using a single Gaussian). Joint modeling of the background and foreground regions for tracking multiple targets is proposed in Bramble [21] . The appearance of background and all foreground targets are modeled by mixture of Gaussian. The shapes of targets are modeled as cylinders. It is assumed that the ground plane is known, thus the 3D target positions can be computed. Tracking is achieved by using particle filters where the state vector includes the 3D position, shape and the velocity of all targets in the scene.
A color-based probabilistic tracking approach is presented in [22] . The tracking algorithm uses global color reference models and endogenous initialization. This work implemented the tracker in a sequential Monte Carlo framework. Their approach defined a color likelihood function based on color histogram distances, the coupling of the color model with a dynamical state space model, and the sequential approximation of the resulting posterior distribution with a particle filter. The use of a sample-based filtering technique permits in particular the momentary tracking of multiple posterior modes. This is the key to escape from background distraction and to recover after partial or complete occlusions.
Tracking with Camera Networks
According to the overview paper [1] , smart cameras are evolving on three different evolutionary paths. First, single smart cameras focus on integrating sensing with embedded on-camera processing power to perform various vision tasks on-board and deliver abstracted data from the observed scene. Second, distributed smart cameras (DSC) introduce distribution and collaboration resulting in a network of cameras with distributed sensing and processing. The main motivations for DSC are to (1) resolve occlusion; (2) mitigate single camera handicap; and (3) extend sensing coverage. Finally, pervasive smart cameras (PSC) integrate adaptivity and autonomy to DSC. According to the authors, the ultimate vision of PSC is to provide a service-oriented network that is easy to deploy and operate, adapts to changes in the environment and provides various customized services to users.
Single camera tracking algorithms are applied in the (2D) image-plane. These (2D) image-plane trackers often run into problems such as target scale selection, target rotation, occlusion, view-dependence, and correspondence across views [2] . There are few 3D tracking approaches [2, 3] that fuse results from independent 2D trackers to obtain 3D trajectories. These approaches employ decision-level fusion, wherein local decisions made by the node (i.e., 2D tracks) are fused to achieve global decision (i.e, 3D tracks), while discarding the local information (i.e., images captured at nodes). Because of the decision-level fusion, these approaches also suffer from all the problems associated with 2D tracking.
Target Handoff An autonomous multicamera tracking approach based on a fully decentralized handover mechanism between adjacent cameras in presented in [23] . The system automatically initiates a single tracking instance for each target of interest. The instantiated tracker for each target follows the target over the camera network, migrating the target state to the camera that observed the target. This approach, however, utilizes data from a single camera node at any given time. The authors do admit that the effectiveness of their handover mechanism introduces some requirements for the tracker. First, the tracker must have short initialization time to build a target model. Second, the tracker on the new camera node must be able to initialize itself from a previously saved state, or handed-over state. Finally, the tracker must be robust with respect to the position and orientation of a target such that it must be able to identify the same target on the next camera node. These requirements need sophisticated and fine-tuned algorithms for 2D image-plane based tracking. A decentralized target tracking scheme built on top of a distributed localization protocol is presented in [24] . The protocol allows the smart camera nodes to automatically identify neighboring sensors with overlapping fields of view and facilitate target handoff in a seamless manner.
Another problem in 2D image-plane based trackers is the (re)initialization of a target when it (re)enters a camera field-of-view. In current state-of-the-art approaches, (re)initialization is performed by handing over target state to an adjacent camera node, which maintains the target state until it hands over the state to some other camera node. On the other hand, in 3D trackers, the target state and the target model are maintained in 3D space. The target state and the target model are not tied to the camera network parameters, such as the number of cameras, and position and orientation of the cameras. Once initialized, the target model does not need to be re-initialized as it moves in the sensing region and enters or re-enters a camera field-of-view.
3D Tracking Using Ray Intersection
The classical approach for 3D collaborative target tracking is to combine the 2D tracking results from individual camera nodes for 3D tracking. This can be done by projecting rays from the camera center to the image affine coordinate in the world coordinate system and finding the intersection of multiple such rays from multiple cameras. This approach requires each camera node to maintain a 2D target model and a feature histogram. Hence the problems of scale variation, rotation and occlusion are not alleviated. As soon as the target moves along the camera principal axis, or rotates around its axis, the target model including the size and feature-histogram would become invalid. A target model learning algorithm during target tracking can help mitigate the problem but any sudden change that is faster than the model learning would cause the tracker to lose the target. An example of such approach is presented in [25] .
Tracking Using 3D Models There are, however, a number of approaches that integrate 2D visual features with geometric constraints, such as ground plane, to build 3D likelihood of the targets. A tracker, called M2Tracker, for multi-camera system for tracking multiple people in a cluttered scene is presented in [26] . This work models the target using color models at different heights of the person being tracked, and probability of target being present in the horizontal plane at different heights. The position on horizontal plane is tracked using a Kalman filter. A distributed target tracking approach based on Kalman consensus filter for a dynamic camera network is presented in [27] . In this tracker, each camera comes to a consensus with its neighboring cameras about the actual state of the target.
An approach for 3D surveillance using a multi-camera system is presented in [28, 29] . This paper proposes Probabilistic Occupancy Map (POM), which is a multi-camera generative detection method that estimates ground plane occupancy from multiple background subtraction views. Occupancy probabilities are iteratively estimated by fitting a synthetic model of the background subtraction to the binary foreground motion. This is similar to our work in terms of use of Bayesian estimation in a camera network system. However, there a number of differences between the two approaches. POM performs 2D occupancy estimation on a discretized grid-space, while our tracker estimates 3D position and orientation of a target in 3D space. The POM approach, as it is currently, assumes dynamic targets because of the use of background subtraction for target detection. On the other hand, we can track both static and dynamic targets. The POM approach integrates 2D visual features (i.e., moving foreground) with geometric constraints (i.e., ground plane estimate). Perhaps the biggest difference of all is that our algorithm is designed for resource-constrained wireless camera networks where the focus is minimal local-processing and communication of concise features to the base-station for heavier processing.
An approach for dynamic 3D scene understanding using a pair of cameras mounted on a moving vehicle is presented in [30] . Using structure-from-motion (SfM) self-localization, 2D target detections are converted to 3D observations, which are accumulated in a world coordinate frame.
A subsequent tracking module analyzes the resulting 3D observations to find physically plausible space-time trajectories.
The Panoramic Appearance Map (PAM) presented in [31, 32] is similar to our 3D target representation using multi-view histograms. PAM is a compact signature of panoramic appearance information of a target extracted from multiple cameras and accumulated over time. Both PAM and multi-view histograms are discrete representations, however PAM retains more spatial information than multi-view histograms. The use of additional spatial information can provide higher resolution in target orientation estimation.
Background
The two major components in a typical visual tracking system are the target representation and the tracking algorithm.
Target Representation
The target is represented by a reference model in the feature space. Typically, reference target models are obtained by histogramming techniques. For example, the model can be chosen to be the color, texture or edge-orientation histogram of the target. Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space is taken as the feature space in [19] , while Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space is taken as the feature space in [22] to decouple chromatic information from shading effects.
Target Model
Consider a target region defined as the set of pixel locations {x i } i=1···p in an image I. Without loss of generality, consider that the region is centered at 0. We define the function b : R 2 → {1 · · · m} that maps the pixel at location x i to the index b(x i ) of its bin in the quantized feature space. Within this region, the target model is defined as q = {q u } u=1···m with
where δ is the Kronecker delta function, C is a normalization constant such that m u=1 q u = 1, and k(x) is a weighting function. For example, in [19] , this weighting function is an anisotropic kernel, with a convex and monotonic decreasing kernel profile that assigns smaller weights to the pixels farther from the center. If we set w ≡ 1, the target model is equivalent to the standard bin counting.
Target Candidate
A target candidate is defined similarly to the target model. Consider a target candidate at y as the region that is a set of pixel locations {x i } i=1···p centered at y in the current frame. Using the same weighting function k(x) and feature space mapping function b(x), the target candidate is defined as p(y) = {p u (y)} u=1···m with
where C is a constant such that m u=1 p u (y) = 1.
Similarity Measure
A similarity measure between a target model q and a target candidate p(y) plays the role of a data likelihood and its local maxima in the frame indicate the target state estimate. Since both the target model and the target candidate are discrete distributions, the standard similarity function is the Bhattacharya coefficient [18] defined as
We use the color model in HSV color space developed in [22] . HSV color space is approximately uniform in perception. The hue parameter in HSV space represents color information, which is illumination invariant as long as the following two conditions hold: (1) the light source color can be expected to be almost white; and (2) the saturation value of object color is sufficiently large [7] . We also use the texture model based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) developed in [33] . The most important property of the LBP operator in real-world applications is its tolerance against illumination changes, and its computational simplicity, which makes it possible to analyze images in real-time settings.
Probabilistic 3D Tracker
In this section, we present the details of our proposed probabilistic 3D tracker. First, we describe the target representation including the target state and the target model. Then, we define the similarity measure for target localization. We then present an algorithm to estimate target orientation, and finally we present the details of the proposed tracker based on particle filtering.
Target Representation
A target is characterized by a state vector and a reference model. The target state consists of the position, velocity and orientation of the target in 3D space. The reference target model, described below, consists of the 3D shape attributes, and the multi-view histograms of the target object in a suitable feature-space. Such a reference target model would correspond to the actual 3D target, which does not change with scale variation and rotation. Once learned during the initialization phase, the model does not need to be updated or learned during tracking.
Target State
The state of a target is defined as
where x ∈ R 3 is the position, v ∈ R 3 is the velocity, and θ is the orientation of the target in 3D space.
Specifically, we represent the target orientation as a unit quaternion, θ [34] . Target orientation can also be represented using Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM), rotation vectors, or Euler angles. Standard conversions between different representations are available. We chose unit quaternions due to their intuitiveness, algebraic simplicity, and robustness. The target state evolution (the target dynamics) is given by
where w x , w v , and w θ are the additive noise in target position, velocity and orientation, respectively.
Target Model
Since we want to model a 3D target, the definition of target model (see Equation (1)) as a single histogram on an image-plane is not sufficient. We extend the definition of the target model to include multiple histograms for a number of different viewpoints. This is called a multi-view histogram. Our target model is based on multi-view histograms in different feature spaces.
The 3D target is represented by an ellipsoid region in 3D space. Without loss of generality, consider that the target is centered at x 0 = [0 0 0] T , and the target axes are aligned with the world coordinate frame. The size of the ellipsoid is represented by the matrix
where l, w, h represent the length, width and height of the ellipsoid. A set S = {x i : Let {ê j } j=1···N be the unit vectors pointing away from the target center. These unit vectors are the viewpoints from where the target is viewed and the reference target model is defined in terms of these viewpoints. Finally, the reference target model is defined as
where qê j is the feature-histogram for viewpointê j , and N is the number of viewpoints. The feature histogram from viewpointê j is defined as qê j = {qê j ,u } u=1···m
where δ is the Kronecker delta function, C is the normalization constant such that m u=1 qê j ,u = 1, κ(·) is a weighting function, and
is the set of points on the surface of the target that are visible from the viewpointê j . In Equation (8), y i = Pê j x i denotes the pixel location corresponding to the point x i projected on the image plane, where Pê j is the camera matrix for a hypothetical camera placed on vectorê j with principal axis along −ê j . This camera matrix is defined as Pê j = K R|t , where R, t are the rotation and translation given as
where R x (.), R y (.) are the basic rotation matrices along x− and y−axis, θ and φ are zenith and azimuth angles, respectively, and R 0 is the base rotation. The translation vector t is given as
where x p is the position of the hypothetical camera places on unit vectorê j at a distance L from the target. The function d(y i ) in Equation (8) computes pixel distance between pixel locations y i and y 0 as
where B ∈ R 2×2 is the representation of size of the ellipse-like shape when the target ellipsoid is projected on the image plane, and y 0 = Pê j x 0 .
Similarity Measure and Localization
Below, we describe the algorithm to compute the similarity measure between the reference target model and a target candidate state using the camera images from a network of cameras.
Consider a camera network of N cameras, where the cameras are denoted as C n . The camera matrices are denoted as P n = K R n |t n , where K is the internal calibration matrix, R n is the camera rotation and t n is the camera translation. Consider an arbitrary target candidate state χ = [x, v, θ], and let {I n } n=1···N be the images taken at the cameras at current time-step.
For the target candidate state χ, the similarity measure between the target candidate and the reference target model is computed based on the Bhattacharya coefficient. The similarity measure is defined as
where N is the number of cameras, p n (x) is the target candidate histogram at x from camera n, and qê n is the target model for the viewpointê n , whereê n is the viewpoint closest to camera C n 's point-of-view. This is computed asê n = arg max
whereê target is the camera viewpoint towards the target, θ is the target orientation, and R(θ) is the rotation matrix for the target orientation given as
where
T is the unit quaternion. The unit vectorê target is given bŷ
where x n is the camera position. The target candidate histogram p n (x) in Equation (11) is computed in a similar way as that for the target model histogram. The target candidate histogram for camera C n is given by
where C is the normalization constant such that m u=1 p n,u = 1, κ(.) is the weighting function, and
is the set of pixels in the region around y, defined as B(x). Here, y = P n x is the projection of the target position on the camera image plane. The function d(y i , y) computes pixel distance between pixel locations y i and y as follows,
where B(x) ∈ R 2×2 is the representation of the size of the ellipse-like shape when the target ellipsoid is projected on the camera image plane.
Estimation of Target Orientation
Target orientation is estimated separately from the target position. Below, we describe our algorithm to estimate the target quaternion using the data from multiple cameras. In the first step, we estimate the target quaternion at each camera separately. In the second step, the individual target quaternions are fused together to get a global estimate of the target quaternion.
In the first step, on each camera, we compute the similarity measure of the target candidate histogram, p n (x), with each of the histograms in the target reference model (Equation (7))
where ρ p(x), qê j is the Bhattacharya coefficient. Now, we have viewpoints (ê 1 ,ê 2 , · · · ,ê N ) and similarity measures (ρ 1 , · · · , ρ N ) along each viewpoint. We take the weighted average of all the viewpoints to get the most probable direction of the camera with respect to the target
The unit vector −ê avg is the estimate of the camera principal axis in the target's frame of reference.
To estimate the target rotation vector, we need to compute the transformation between −ê avg andẑ CAM , whereẑ CAM is the actual camera principal axis, and apply the same transformation to the target axes, T ≡ I 3×3 , where I 3×3 is the identity matrix of size 3.
The transformation between the two unit vectors can be computed as follows,
whereâ is the Euler axis and φ is the rotation angle. Using this transformation, the transformed target axes are
The target orientation on each node is computed using the following conversion from Euler axis and rotation angle to quaternionθ
In the second step, after we have estimated the target quaternions on each of the cameras, we fuse the quaternions together to get a global estimate of the target quaternion. Given target quaternion estimates {θ n } n=1···N and weights {w n } n=1···N from N cameras, we estimate the global target quaternion by taking the weighted averageθ all = n w nθn n w nθn (20) lease note that a single averaging of quaternion, such as in Equation (20), may be sufficient if the individual quaternions are clustered together. A quaternion-outlier detection method can be applied to ensure that quaternions being averaged are indeed clustered together. However, we do recognize that an averaging method such as presented in [35] can be utilized to estimate average quaternion, particularly when the individual quaternions from camera nodes are not clustered together. The current target orientation is updated using the global target orientation estimated from the camera images aŝ
whereθ prior is the prior target orientation and α is an update factor.
Tracking Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the implementation of our base tracker.
Base Tracker (T0)
Our probabilistic 3D tracker is based on sequential Bayesian estimation. In Bayesian estimation, the target state is estimated by computing the posterior probability density p(x t+1 |z 0:t+1 ) using a Bayesian filter described by
where p(x t |z 0:t ) is the prior density, p(z t+1 |x t+1 ) is the likelihood given the target state, and p(x t+1 |x t ) is the prediction for the target state x t+1 given the current state x t according to a target state evolution model. Here z 0:t ≡ (z 0 , · · · , z t ) T denote all the measurements up until t. In sequential Bayesian estimation, the target state estimate can be updated as the data is made available using only the target state estimate from the previous step, unlike Bayesian estimation, where the target state estimate is updated using all the data collected up until the current time-step. In sequential Bayesian estimation, the target state is estimated by computing the posterior probability density p(x t+1 |z t+1 , x t ) using a sequential Bayesian filter described by
where p(x t ) is the prior density from the previous step, p(z t+1 |x t+1 ) is the likelihood given the target state, and p(x t+1 |xt) is the prediction for the target state x t+1 given the current state x t according to a target state evolution model. In visual tracking problems the likelihood is non-linear and often multi-modal. As a result linear filters such as the Kalman filter and its approximations are usually not suitable. Our base tracker is implemented using particle filters. Particle filters can handle multiple hypotheses and non-linear systems. Our probabilistic base tracker is summarized in Algorithm 1. Figure 1 illustrates the base tracker operation for a single time-step. At each time step, each camera node performs position estimation and orientation estimation separately. For position estimation, we generate a set of synchronized particles for the predicted position. The synchronized particle set is generated using a synchronized random number generator, which can be achieved by seeding the random number generator on each node with the same seed. Then, target candidate histograms are computed for each of the proposed particles. In our framework, we use color features, specifically HS color space, and texture features, specifically LBP.
After we compute the target candidate histograms in HS-space and LBP-space for each particle, we compute the weights according to the following
where ρ HS (x) and ρ LBP (x) are the similarity measures for the target candidate histograms in HS-and LBP-spaces, respectively (computed using Equation (11)), and 0 ≤ α HS ≤ 1 is the weighting factor. Target orientation estimation is performed on each camera node according to the algorithm described earlier in the section.
Algorithm 1 Base tracker 1: INPUT: The reference target model Q (Equation (7)), and target stateχ 0 = [x 0 ,v 0 ,θ 0 ] from previous time-step.
2: /*** On Each Camera Node: {C n } n=1···N ***/ 3: /* Target Position Estimation */ 4: Generate synchronized particle set for the target position,
Compute target candidate histogram, p n (x i ) according to Equation (15), 7: Compute weights w n,i = ρ n (x i ) according to Equation (11), 8: Communicate weights w n,i to the Base-Station 9: /* Target Orientation Estimation */ 10: Estimate target orientationθ n according to Equation (19) 11: /*** On Base Station: ***/ 12: For i = 1 · · · M , combine weights from each camera, w i = n w n,i , 13: Compute target position estimate,x 14: Compute target velocity estimate,v using Kalman filter, 15: Estimate target orientation θ according to Equation (21) . Then, the weights of the synchronized particle set from each of the camera nodes are sent to the base-station, and are combined together. An MMSE, MLE or MAP estimate is estimated as
MLE:x = arg max
MAP:x = arg max
The target position estimate is then used in an N-scan Kalman smoother [36] to smooth the position estimates, as well as to estimate the target velocity. Finally, target orientation estimates from each camera node are combined according to Equation (21) to estimate global target orientation.
Computational Cost Each camera node generates a synchronized particle set of size M and computes weights for each particle. Computation of weight for a single particle includes computing the target candidate histogram and the Bhattacharya coefficient with the reference target model. Hence, the total computational cost at each time-step on each camera node is O(M mn p ), where M is the number of particles, m is the number of bins in the quantized feature-space, and n p is the number of pixels inside the target candidate region.
Communication Cost
The base tracker algorithm requires the base station to transmit the current target state to each camera node. Each camera node then transmits the weights for the synchronized particle set back to the base station, as well as the target orientation estimates. During a single time-step, the total cost of communication can be computed as follows. Let the size of the target state χ = {x, v, θ} be 24 + 24 + 32 = 80 bytes, and each particle weight be represented by an 8 byte double. Then, the total cost of communication during a single step is C = |χ| + M N |w| = 80 + 8M N bytes, where N is the number of cameras and M is the number of particles in the synchronized particle filter. For example, if N = 4 and M = 1000, then the total cost is C = 32, 080 bytes, or approximately 32 kb-per-time-step. If the application is running at 4 Hz, then the total bandwidth consumption would be around 128 kbps.
Tracker Variations
In this section, we introduce four variations to the base tracker introduced in Section 4.2. These variations incur different computational and communication costs on each node, and produce different tracking accuracies. The computational and communication costs associated with a tracker directly affects the tracking rate, network size, bandwidth consumption, latency, etc. In other words, different trackers support different Quality-of-Service (QoS). Since the objective of a tracking algorithm is to effectively track a target, which is the information that is desired from a tracking algorithm, we can say that different trackers support different Quality-of-Information (QoI). After the description of all the tracker variations, we qualitatively classify the trackers according to their supported QoS and QoI.
Tracker T1: 3D Kernel Density Estimate
In the base tracker, the communication cost is very high because we send weights for the synchronized particle set from each node to the base station. In this variation of the base tracker, instead of sending all the weights, each node computes a 3D kernel density estimate, approximates the kernel density estimate using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and sends only the mixture model parameters to the base station, thereby reducing the communication cost by a large factor. Figure 2 shows the tracker. In tracker T1, the main differences from tracker T0 are: (1) computation of the 3D kernel density from the particle set; (2) GMM approximation of the kernel density; and (3) state estimation at the base station using GMM parameters from all nodes.
The kernel density in 3D space is computed as follows
where k(x) = exp (−x/2) : [0, ∞) → R is the kernel profile function. The 3D kernel density κ(x) is approximated as a 3D-GMM of appropriate model-order (number of mixture components). A model-order selection algorithm is used to select an optimal model-order that best matches the kernel density. The best matching is done according to Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as follows
where g m (x) ≡ {α i , µ i , Σ i } i=1···m is the 3D-GMM of order m (estimated using the EM algorithm [37] ), KL(κ(x)||g m (x)) is the KL-divergence of g m (x) from κ(x), and m opt is the optimal model-order. Figure 2 . Tracker T1. The tracker uses 3D kernel density estimate.
Please note that a large value for parameter m MAX would be able to capture a complex distribution more accurately, but at the cost of computational complexity as well as higher communication cost. However, for simpler distributions, the optimal value for m = m opt may not be the largest possible value m MAX . Finally, the state estimation is done at the base station by mode estimation on the combined kernel density from all the nodesx = arg max
Tracker T2: In-Network Aggregation
Further improvements in terms of the communication cost can be made by in-network aggregation. In this tracker, instead of each camera node sending the mixture model parameters to the base station, in-nodes in the routing tree aggregate the mixture model parameters and forward a fewer number of parameters. Figure 3 shows the tracker. In-network aggregation is done in two-steps. In the first step, the GMMs from multiple camera nodes are combined by taking the product of the GMMs. In the second step, we reduce the number of mixture components in the resulting GMM from the first step to fit the size of a message of fixed size. 
Step 1: Product of GMMs Let {κ j (x)} j=1···N be the kernel densities available at a node from its children and itself. Then, the combined kernel density is given by
Without loss of generality, we can perform successive pairwise product operations to obtain the combined density. Let us consider the product of two GMMs, κ 1 (x) and κ 2 (x), given as
The product GMM is given by
where,
So, given two GMMs with N 1 and N 2 mixture components, the product will be a GMM with N 1 N 2 mixture components.
Step 2: Model-Order Reduction
To reduce the number of components in the product GMM such that the mixture model parameters fit a communication message of fixed size is achieved by using a modified k-means algorithm. The model-order reduction problem can be stated as follows. Given a GMM with N components, we want to estimate parameters of a GMM with K components (K < N ) such that the reduced-order GMM faithfully represents the original GMM. In other words,
In the modified k-means algorithm, we want to cluster N points, which are the mixture model components, in K clusters. In the description of the algorithm, we will interchangeably use the terms points and mixture model components. The two key modifications in the standard k-means algorithm are: (1) computation of the distance between points; and (2) the cluster head update algorithm. First, initialize the k-means algorithm using K random points, β
Then, compute the modified distance of all the points, i = 1 · · · N , with the K cluster heads as
and associate each point with the cluster head closest to it, m i = arg min j d ij , where m i is the index of the cluster head closest to the i th point. Then, move the cluster heads to the centroid of the cluster (defined as the collection of all the points associated with the cluster). For j = 1 · · · K, let C j represent the set of points in the j th cluster. Then, update the cluster heads according to
Finally, the termination criteria is to stop when the cluster heads are converged, j β j − β 0 j ≤ , or the algorithm has exceeded a maximum number of iterations.
Tracker T3: Image-Plane Particle Filter & 3D Kernel Density
In trackers T1 and T2, we made improvements in terms of the communication cost by approximating data likelihood by 3D kernel density estimate, which is implemented and approximated as GMMs. The computational cost of computing such a kernel density is still high because the particle filter is run in 3D space. An improvement in terms of the computational cost can be made by employing a 2D particle filter (in the camera image-plane) and computing a 3D kernel density from it. 2: /*** On Each Camera Node: {C n } n=1···N ***/ 3: /* Target Position Estimation */ 4: Project target position on image plane,ŷ 0 = P n (x 0 +v 0 ). 5: Generate particle set for the target position (in pixel locations),
Compute target candidate histogram p n (ỹ i ) according to Equation (36), 8: Compute weights w n,i = ρ n (ỹ i ) according to Equation (40), 9: Calculate 3D kernel density using (ỹ i , w n,i ), and communicate to the Base-Station 10: /* Target Orientation Estimation */ 11: Estimate target orientation [θ n ] according to Equation (19) 12: /*** On Base Station: ***/ 13: Compute target position estimatex. 14: Compute target velocity estimatev using Kalman filter, 15: Estimate target rotation vector θ according to Equation (21) .
In this variation, instead of generating the particle set of 3D target positions, each camera node generates a particle set of 2D pixel positions in the image-plane. Each camera then computes a 3D kernel density from the image-plane particle set and proceeds as in the case of tracker T2. Tracker T3 is summarized in Algorithm 2. Figure 4 shows the tracker operation for a single time-step. The main differences of tracker T3 with tracker T2 are: (1) the 2D particle filter; and (2) the algorithm to compute 3D kernel density using 2D particles. The algorithm for 2D particle filter is described below. Figure 4 . Tracker T3 design. It includes the use of 2D particle filter, or image-plane filtering, and 3D kernel density estimate.
The target candidate histogram p n (y), and hence the weights for image-plane particle filter, are computed a little differently from that in the case of the 3D particle filter. The target candidate feature histogram for camera C n is given by
and C is the normalization constant such that m u=1 p n,u = 1, and
is the set of pixels in the camera image I in the region defined by B(y) around the pixel location y. The function d(y i , y) computes pixel distance between pixel locations y i and y as follows,
where B(y) ∈ R 2×2 is the representation of the size of the elliptical region on the image plane around the pixel location y. Finally, the weights are computed as
where qê n is the target model for the viewpointê n (see Equation (12) ) that is closest to camera C n 's point-of-view.
Tracker T4: Image-Plane Kernel Density
A different variation of tracker T3 is possible if, instead of computing the 3D kernel density from the image-plane particle set, each camera node computes the image-plane (2D) kernel density. Then, on the base-station, the target state is estimated using image-plane kernel densities from each camera node. In this chapter, we call it image-plane filtering. Figure 5 shows the tracker. The main differences from tracker T3 are: (1) computation of image-plane kernel density from the image-plane particle set; and (2) target state estimate using image-plane kernel densities from multiple cameras. Figure 5 . Tracker T4 design. It includes image-plane filtering, as well as mode-estimation using the image-plane kernel densities.
The target state estimation using image-plane kernel densities is performed using a mode estimation algorithm that is described below. First, let us denote x ∈ R 4 as the target position in the homogeneous 3D world coordinate and y ∈ R 3 as the target position in the image affine coordinate system. Then, it follows that y = P x, where P is the camera matrix. The posterior density for target position is given by
where p i (x) is the likelihood density at camera node C i , which is a mixture model given by
where p ij (x) are mixture components given by the following Gaussian density
is the target position in the image plane of camera node C i . Rewriting the expression for the above density, we have
x The MAP estimate can be obtained by maximizing the posterior density. Taking the derivative of the posterior density, we get
Simplifying the expression for ∂ ∂x p(x) = 0, and substituting the following
Further simplifying and substituting the following
Solving for x T , we have the approximate MAP estimate of the target location aŝ Table 1 provides a qualitative comparison of all the trackers. A quantitative comparison of the trackers is included in the evaluation section. The table compares the trackers in terms of supported QoI, which includes the tracking accuracy, and in terms of supported QoS, which includes the computational and communication costs as well as their robustness to the size of the target in pixels. 
Comparison of All Trackers

Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed base tracker as well as trackers described earlier, and compare them with the tracker based on the 3D ray intersection method. We evaluate the trackers for four different camera network setups; two simulated camera networks and two real-world camera network deployments.
Simulated Camera Network
The scenarios considered here involve a wireless network of smart cameras arranged in a simulated topology. Setup B covers a much larger area as compared with setup A. The camera network setup consists of 10 cameras in a topology shown in Figure 6 . We will see later that the optimal tracking approach depends on the camera topology, specifically tracker T3 performs better if the target is close to the camera and occupies a significant number of pixels in the camera images, while tracker T2 performs better if the target is farther away from the camera and occupies a very small number of pixels. 
(c)
Synthetic Target A synthetic target with multiple colors moves in the 3D space, moving in and out of cameras field-of-view. Depending on the current target position and orientation, and the camera network geometry, the target's projection on each camera image plane is computed and superimposed on a pre-recorded background video with visual clutter. The ellipsoid synthetic target is shown in Figure 7(a) . As the target moves up and down a camera principle axis and rotates around its axis, the correct target projection with correct pixel color values is computed. Figure 7(b) shows the image captured by multiple cameras in setup A.
For each setup, we generated two types of simulated target trajectories, one when the target orientation is fixed and one when the target is rotating. Below, we present target tracking results for the simulated target and present a quantitative comparison of various trackers. Simulated Camera Network Setup Figure 6 shows the simulated camera network setup B, which consists of 10 cameras. This setup covers a much larger area as compared with setup A. Figure 6 (c) also shows the network routing tree for in-network aggregation as proposed in trackers T2 and T3. Figure 8 shows the camera frames at all ten cameras at time-step 1, 10, 20 and 30 during the execution of tracker T2. Similar to camera network setup A, target initialization is performed manually at first time-step. The estimated target position is shown as a blue ellipse superimposed on camera frames. Unlike setup A, the target size in the image-plane for setup B is much smaller due to a much wider coverage. This results in a fewer number of pixels occupied by the target in each camera frame. A larger setup also means that the target will not remain visible in any given camera field-of-view for a large number of time-steps. Figures 9(a)-9(d) show the 3D tracking result for trackers P, T0, T2 and T3, respectively (tracker T1 had similar performance as T2, while tracker T4 had similar performance as T3). The figures show the tracking performance as a patch graph, where the blue edge of the patch is the ground truth trajectory, while the red edge of the patch is the estimated target trajectory. The filled patches between the two edges represent the 3D tracking error at each time-step. As the target moves in the sensing region, it comes in and out of the fields-of-view of different cameras. Figure 10(a) shows the 3D tracking errors with the number of cameras that contain the target in their camera field-of-view (called participating cameras). At the beginning of the experiment, there are 4 cameras that can see the target. It drops to a single camera at time-step 21, with one more camera picking up the target at time-step 23. The top part of the figure shows the 3D tracking errors for the four approaches. Both trackers T0 and T2 performed quite well till time-step 21, when both of them started diverging because of a single participating camera. Unlike tracker T0, tracker T2 converged back to the ground truth as soon as there was one more participating camera. Trackers P and T3 performed poorly, even in the presence of as many as six participating cameras. This is explained in Figure 10 (b), which shows the 3D tracking errors with the percentage of image pixels occupied by the target averaged over the number of participating cameras. As we can see, almost at all time-steps the percentage of image pixels is below 1% of the total pixels, i.e., the target occupied less than 800 pixels in a QVGA (320 × 240) image (equivalent of a circular region of radius 16 pixels). Since both trackers P and T3 are based on image-plane filtering, they fared poorly due to a fewer number of usable pixels. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the average 3D tracking error and the average 2D pixel reprojection error for all the trackers averaged over all experiments. The trend is the same for both of them. Trackers based on 3D kernel density, namely trackers T1 and T2, perform far better than any other tracker followed by the base tracker T0. The trackers based on image-plane filtering, namely trackers P, T3 and T4, perform poorly for this setup, due to the reasons mentioned above. In-network aggregation does not have any significant bearing on either the 3D kernel density based trackers or the image-plane based trackers. 6.2. Real-World Camera Network
LCR Experiments
In this subsection, we present results for a real camera network deployment inside a Large Conference Room (LCR setup). The setup consists of 4 camera nodes in a topology as shown in Figure 14 . A real target, in this case a typical box, is moved in the 3D space, moving in and out of coverage of cameras. (c) Figure 15 shows the camera frames at the four cameras at time-step 1, 15, 30, 50, 70 and 90 during the execution of tracker T3. Target initialization is performed manually at the first time-step. The estimated target positions are shown as blue ellipses superimposed on the camera frames. Figure 16 shows the 3D target trajectory as estimated by the tracker. In this experiment, as in all other experiments for this setup, the moving target was in the fields-of-view of four cameras. Figure 17 shows the percentage of image pixels occupied by the target averaged over the number of participating cameras. As we can see, at all time-steps the percentage of image pixels is above 1% of the total pixels. This is perhaps the reason why tracker T3, which is based on image-plane filtering, works fine. Figure 17 . Average fraction of image pixels occupied by the target.
FGH Experiments
In this subsection, we present results for a real camera network deployment inside our department building (FGH). The setup consists of 6 camera nodes as shown in Figure 18 . Figure 18(c) shows the network routing tree for in-network aggregation. We use OpenBrick-E Linux PCs with 533 MHz CPU, 128 MB RAM, an 802.11b wireless adapter, and QuickCam Pro 4000 as video sensors. The QuickCam Pro supports up to 640 × 480 pixel resolution and up to 30 Hz frame rate. Currently, the cameras record the videos at 4 Hz and 320 × 240 resolution and tracking is performed offline using a MATLAB implementation that realizes the tracker presented in Section 5.2 following the in-network aggregation scheme. Camera positions are measured manually and camera rotation matrices are estimated using known landmark points in the camera field-of-view. The targets to be tracked are the people moving in the FGH atrium, and target initialization is performed manually at the first time-step. Target model is learned a priori using a set of images of the target taken from multiple viewpoints. We chose 26 roughly equidistant viewpoints to cover the target from all sides with sufficient overlap between adjacent views. A detailed evaluation of the trackers as well as several other variations can be found in [38] . Figure 19 shows the camera frames at all six cameras at time-step 1, 40, 80, 120, and 150 during the execution of the tracker. The estimated target positions are shown as blue ellipses superimposed on the camera frames. This experiment demonstrates that even for an extended number of frames (160 frames) the tracker is successfully able to follow the target. During the length of this experiment, the target dramatically changes scale in camera images, comes in and out of different camera field-of-view, and is occluded by other people walking in the atrium. This experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of a 3D tracker over state-of-the-art 2D trackers by: (1) not having to learn or update the target model even in case of dramatic scale change and target rotation; and (2) not having to reinitialize a target when it (re-)enters a camera field-of-view. This experiment also demonstrates robustness of the tracker in the presence of target occlusion. Since we are using discriminatory features, i.e., color and texture, and we are performing tracking in 3D space, our tracker is successfully able to handle such occlusions. (c) Figure 19 . Video target tracking at FGH. Figure 20 shows the 3D target trajectory as estimated by the tracker. Since the sensing region in this setup is large, the target invariably moves in and out of the camera field-of-view. We have also put a threshold on the size of the projection of the target on the camera image plane. If the pixels occupied by the target in a particular camera image are below the threshold, we deem that frame unusable. Figure 21(a) shows the number of participating cameras at each time-step. At the beginning of the experiment, there are 3 cameras that participate in tracking, which grows to 5 participating cameras in the end. Figure 21(b) shows the percentage of image pixels occupied by the target averaged over the number of participating cameras. At all time-steps, the percentage of image pixels is below 1% of the total pixels. For more tracking results and videos we encourage the reader to go online at http://tinyurl.com/ya3xqrx and [38, 39] . 
Conclusions
We present an approach for collaborative target tracking in 3D space using a wireless network of smart cameras. We model the targets in 3D space and thus circumvent the problems inherent in the tracker based on 2D target models. In addition, we use multiple visual features, specifically, color and texture to model the target. We propose a probabilistic 3D tracker and four variations of the tracker incurring different computational and communication cost, resulting in different tracking accuracy. We developed and implemented the trackers using sequential Monte Carlo methods. We provide a qualitative comparison of the trackers in terms of their Quality-of-Service (QoS), i.e., computational cost and communication cost, as well as their Quality-of-Information (QoI), i.e., the tracking accuracy. We also provided quantitative comparison of the trackers on a simulated network of smart cameras. The tracker variation with in-network aggregation provides the best tracking accuracy with low communication cost while preserving robustness against target size in image pixels. We evaluate the proposed tracker and the variations in a simulated camera network. Finally, we evaluate the proposed tracker for tracking people in a building using a 6-node camera network deployment. Although the experiments do not demonstrate multiple target tracking, we make the claim for multiple target-tracking because each individual target can be tracked by a completely separate 3D tracker, without any collaboration with other trackers. Since our 3D tracking approach is robust to occlusion, multiple targets occluding each other can be tracked by independent trackers. However, a collaborative suite of trackers can be envisioned to track multiple occluding targets and achieve better tracking accuracy than the independent trackers.
